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EVO Adds Software Control App & Audio Loop-back Mixer

EVO by Audient is pleased to announce EVO Control, the new companion application

for the EVO 4 audio interface released this year. Offering advanced software control

of your hardware and an audio loop-back mixer, it adds remote, computer control to

the already highly sought after 2in / 2out audio interface - completely free!

Marketing Director, Andy Allen explains, “We designed the EVO Control app with

user experience in mind, to provide our customers with the modern functionality

and flexible workflows they deserve.” A small application available for MacOS and

Windows, EVO Control allows the user to make quick and simple adjustments to

EVO 4’s hardware directly from the computer.

From setting and monitoring levels, muting microphones, to even activating

Smartgain, the EVO Control app allows users to access EVO 4’s comprehensive

feature set from their laptop. The sleek aesthetics of the EVO 4 inspire the EVO
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Control app’s intuitive user interface - right down to the ‘Meter Ring’ of lights on the

unit. “We wanted to make it even easier to control recording sessions on the fly,

without having to reach for and monitor your hardware,” adds Andy, emphasising

the concept that EVO helps work smarter not harder.

EVO 4’s audio loop-back feature is now further enhanced, with the addition of the

audio loop-back mixer, which enables the loop-back functionality to be configured

via its own dedicated mixer software. Opening a small mixer window on your

computer, users can now take audio playback from the computer, balance the

levels and capture it in their recording software, or send it to a streaming service.

“If you’re capturing gameplay or recording a Skype conversation for a podcast for

example, the mixer allows you to record your audio on a separate channel, ready to

edit or mix. Or you can send directly to your streaming software - the possibilities

are endless!” says Andy.

“Improving and adding value to our products is important to us here at EVO - and

Audient - and we want to ensure customers are getting the very best product

experience,” he concludes. EVO Control app is available free to download

immediately.

www.audient.com

www.evo.audio
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